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FOREWORD
This module is one of, a series of 100 performande-baseds
teacher educatiod (PBTE) learning packagesiocusing upon
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers The
competencies upon Which these modules are based were iden-
tified and verified through research as being important to suc-
cessful vocational teaching at botifthe sdcondary and post-
:secondary levels of instruction.-The modules are suitable for
the preparation of teachers th all occupational areas.

&

Each module provid learning experiences that integrate
theory and applical -each culminates with criterion refer-
enqed assessment of t teachers performance of the spec-

./ Mee competency. The materials are designed for use by indi-
vidual or groups of teachers in training working under the
direction and with the assistance of teacher educators acting as
resource persons. Resource persons should be skilled in the

.teacher corapetency being developed and should be thor-
oughly oriented to PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials *-l.

The design of the materiels provides considerablelle 'thy for
planning and conducting.performance-based presery e and
inservice teacher preparation progract to meet a wid anety
of individual needs and interests The materials are intended for
use by universities and colleges, state departments of eduCe-
tiqn, post-secondary institutions, local education agencies, and
others responsible for the profeSsionardevelopment of voca-
tional teachers. Further informatiop abbut the use of the mod-
ulas in teacher education programs is contained in three re-

f t, lated documents Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education 'Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-B Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implemental of Performance-Based Teacher. -
Education. .,

a.

The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center's Program for
Pnafessional Development for Vocational Education Many in-

.ctividuals, institutions, and. agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systematic develop-
ment, testing, revision, and refinement of these very significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules. giver 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post-seccindary institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Center for revision and refinement
Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction, -
development, coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is extended to the following program staff
James B Hamilton, Program Dirrtor, Robert E Norton, As-

, sociate Program Director, Glen E. fardig, Specie)ist; Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant, and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant Recognition is also extended teKristy Rbss, Technical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical Aisistant; and Jean" Wisen-
baugb, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement of
thematerials. Oentributions made by former program staff to-
ward developmental versions of these materials are also ac-
knowledged Calvin J. Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon which these modules are
based and also directed the currioulum development effort
from 1971-1972 Curbs R. Finch provided leadership fothe)
program from 1972-1974.

Appreciation is also extended to all those outside The Center
(consultants, field site CoordirtItors,, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so generously in various
phases of the total effort. Early versions of the materials were
developed-by The Centel 'in cooperation with the vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the UniVersity of Missouri-Columbia. Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted, at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri-Columbia.

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country.

Advanced testing of the materials was gamed out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, P E I , Canada; Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University Co ege at Buffalo, Temple University,
University of Arizona, Uni ity of Michigan-Flint, University of
Minnesota-Tim Cities, uni rsity of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Nodbern Colorado, U iversity of Pittsburgh', University
of Tennessee, University N Vermont, and Utah State University

The Center is gratefill to the National Institute of Education for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completkin Appreciation rs extended to the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U S Office
of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of EPDA
Part F, Section 553 Recognition of funding support of the
advpnced testing effort is also extended to Ferris State College,
Honnd College, Temple University, and the University of
Michigan-Flint

Rqpert E Taylor
Director

MN, The Center for Vocational Education

TIM CENTER FOR VOCATiONAL EDUCATION
Ow Oh. k th.Inn. .110 .or CrAo.bal Oh. 44210

The ter for Vocational Education's mission is to
increase the ability of diverse agencies, institutions, and
organizations to solve educational problerbs relating to
individual career planning and preparation The Center

its mission by
Generating knowledge through research
Devifloping.educational programa and products

Evaluating individUal program needS and outcomes
Installing educational programs and products
Operating information systems and services
Conducting leadership development and training
programs

AA
VIM

AMEititll4N ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
*Engineering Center
University of Georgia

Athens, Georgia 30002

The American Association for Vocatiobal Instructional
Materials (AAVIM) is an interstate organization of univer-
sities, colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to the improvement of teaching through better in-
formation and teaching aids
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INTRODUCTION

A demonstration is an invaldable aid in teaching
a skill. The simple request, "Show me how to do
that," calls for such a demonstration In the labora-
tory, the vocational teacherbuses demonstrations
to teat* various skills-rfebm milking a cow, to
making a buttonhole. The purpose of demonstrat:
ing a skill is to teach students how to perform a
task in a given way, i.e!, to repeat the identical
demonstratiorplhernselves.

lb

.i.
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Thg purpose of a concept demonstration, on the
other hand, is not to teach students how to per-
form an operation in a particular way. Rather, it is
used to teach fheistudefit why something works
the way it does, i.e ,ito demonstrate a basic truth
about something. In a concept demonstration, the
teacher's aim is to lead students to.a basic under-
standing which can be applied to many different
situations. i

When you teach a student how to bake a cake at
.4000, you have taught a skill When you teach a
student why a cake rises when subjected to the
heat in the oven, you have taught a concept Obvi-
ously, a student can bake a cake Without knowing
the specifiC reactions involving yeast or baking
powder which cause bread br cake to rise

However, in every vocational education service
area, there are concepts which are essential to a
student's full mastery of an occupation A car-
penter must understand what a board foot is, a
dietician must understand how calcium is assimi-
lated, an interior decorator must understand bal-
ance in form and colbr '

There are many concepts which you, as a voca-
tional teacher, will need ilb prese.nt to students
This module is desigiled to help you develop com-
petency in the technique adernonstrating a con-
cept or principle

I
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ABOUT THIS MODULE
4

Objectives ,

tOrmInat Obfective: hi an actual school situation, dem-
coglitralit# condept or principle. Your perforrnande will
be messed by yout resource person, using the Teacher

,Perfonnance Assessment Form, p. 51 (Learning Ex-
pfirtence M.

Enabling4"'Objectives:

1. After completing the required reading, demonstrate
- knowledge of the important considerations in-

volved In demonstrating a concept or principle'
(Learning Experience I)

2 Given a case script of a teacher demonstrating a
principle, critique the performance pf that, teacher
(Learning Experience II)

3 In a simulated classroom or laboratory 'situation,
demonstrate a concept or principle (Learning Ex-
perience III)

Prerequisites
To complete this module, you must have competency in
developing a leSson plan If you do not already have this
competency: meet with your resource person to deter-
mine what method you will use to gain this skill One
option is to complete the information and practice ac-
tivities in the following module

Develop a Lesson Plan, Module B-4

Resources
A list of the outside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows Check with your
resource person (1) to determine the availability and the

location of these resources, (2) to locate additional ref-
erences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get
assistance in setting up activities with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary Your resource
person may also he contacted if you have any difficulty
with directions, or in assessing your progress at any
time

Learning Experience I
Optional 4 I,

Reference Woodruff, Asohel D. Basic Concepts of
Teaching San Francisco, CA. Chandler Publishing
Co, 1961

Learning Experience II
No outside resources

Learning txpeAnce III
Required

2-5 peers to role-pray students to whom you are
presenting the demonstratfbn, and to critique your
performance in demonstrating a concept or princi-
ple If peers are unavailable, you may present your
lesson tcl your r ource persbn

oo*

Optional
Videotape equip ent for taping, viewing, and self-
evaluating your emoristration

Learning EXperience IV
Required

An actual school situation in which you can demon-
strpte a concept or principle
A resource person to assess your competency in
demonstrating a concept or principle

This module covers performance element number 111 from Calvin J
Cotrell et al Model Curricula for Vocational and Technical Education
Report No V (Columbus, OH The Center for Vocational Education, The
Ohio State University, 1972) The 384 elements in this document form the
research base for alt The Ceriter s PETE module development

For information about the general organization of each module general
procedures for their use, and terminology whpch is common to all 100
modules, see About Using The Center s PBTE Modules on the inside
bgtk cover '

5
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Learning ExperienceN I
OVERVIEW

Attebsompleting the reqUired reading, demonstrate knowledge of th
important considerations.inVolved in demonstrating a concept or pri
ciple. .

I

Yo)will be reading the information sheet liamonstrating C ncepts
- . .

Principles, pp. 6=-12.

Optional You /nay wish to read the supplementary reference, Woodruff, Basic Con-
Activity 3 cepti of Teaching, pp. 64-74,126-140. , t-

Activity

-

You will be demonstrating knowledge of the imp2rtant-consideratiorw
involved in demonstrating a concept or principlp,by completing theSalf-
Check, pp. 13-16.

\\
1a -

a

I,
,. .

You will be evaluating your competency by co aringyour completed
Self-Check with the Model Answers, p. 17. .

.

r . -.
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Concepts and principles are the building bloCks of knowledge. They are
tools which allow us to think. However, in many ways, they are difficult to
analyze and .to explain to others. The following- information sheet
examines the basic question, "What Are concepts and principles?" SeV-
eral general techniques for teaching concepts and principles are dis-
cussed. Specific techniques for using the demonstration technique to
present concepts or principles are outlined. To gain knowledge of these
elements, read the following information sheet:

DEMONSTRATING CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES
If You wanted to teach your students how to wire

a plug, you would probably 'demonstrate the pro-
cedure for them first. You could then have the
students perform the steps they observed. With a
skill demonstration, you want students to be able
to perform that same skill themselves'. Demonstra-
tions have classroom uses other than explaining
how to do something, however A demonstration is
a visual explanation of an important fact, idea, or
process. Thus, it can also be Used to help students
understand a concept (e g., the flow of electricity),
or a principle (e.g., the rate of current flow is al-
ways ecuial to the voltage divided by the resis-
tance) When you demonstrate a concept, you do
not want students to be able to retyat your per-
formance; you want them to understand the con-
cept underlying the performance

What are concepts and principles? When
should they be demonstrated? How can you plan a
successful demonstration of a concept or prin-
ciple?

A concept is an idea existing only in one's mind,
but associated with an experience Every concept,
even the molt abstract, has something to which it
refers' (a referent) The concept "one" is learned
through experieriCes with one book, one ice cream
cone, one toy In other words, it is learned through
experiences with things.

If you
close your
eyes and
think of a
chair, you
get a Mental
image of
something
with a seat
and, a back
which one
person can
'sit on The
concept of a
chamin-
cludes the

essential characteristics °leach specific type of
chairfolding chair, recliner, armchair, beanbag
chair, etc. The refetent is a particular chair in the
real world. The boncept of that rperent is a set of
general characteristics which defines all chairs.

When concepts are first mentally formed, they
are vague and inexact because there are few re-
ferents to define them. As additional experiences
are gained, detailstire added which fill out the con -
cept define it more accurately. For instance, a
concept of a bird which is based on experiences

'with only robins and finches may be a creature
I which flies, and has feathers, two wings, a bill, two

legs, etc. HoWever, this concep will have to be
modified after an additional exp ience with an
ostrich, which does not fly.

Concepts of chairs, birds, places, p ople, etc.,
which refer to tangible objects (objects hich can
be touched) are called concrete concept There

are alga con-
cepts ich
do not r er.
to tangib

objects, but
to pro-

_

cesses, qual-
ities, and re-
lationships.,

These are
called

abstract
concepts.

The con-
cept of work,
for example,_

refers to a process of exchanging labor for some-
thing else, usually money There is no tangible
object which represents work. You cannot point to
"a work," but you have a concept of it neverthe-
less

0

Similarly, the concept of viscosity refers to a
quality of thicknessin liquids which makes them
hard to pour MolasSes is more viscous than water,
but there is no such thing as "a viscous Viscosity



is a mental concept which exists apart from either
water or molasses

The. a stract concept of "sibling" refers to a
relations tween people who have the same
parents. The concept of evaporation refers to a
relationship between one physical state (liquid)
and another (gaseous) 4 conceenvolving a rela-
tionship depends' on understanding two Or more
concepts The flow of electEicity, for instance, is a
concept involving two other conceptspotential
and resistance

When a concept refers to a constant ,relation-
ship which can be used to make predictions, it is
called a principle, or law. Ohm's law is an example
of a principle because it defines a constant rela-
tionship, i.e , the rate of current flow is always
equal to the voltage divided by the resistance
(I = E/R)

Concepts are a means of organizing various
random experiences Thus, they allow us to (1)
classify exirriences according to their similarities
and differences, (2) make comparisons, and (3)
Judge and decide between alternatives In short,
concepts allow us to think Knowledge consists of
systematic sets bf concepts which are built up
gradually, from simple to complex Since educa-
tion involves imparting knowedge, the teaching of
concepts is a fundamental part of your role as a
teacher

However, perceptions are indkidual and perj;
sonal, and concepts based on these perceptions
must be individual as well Therefore, a concept
cannot be simply passed on from teacher to stu-
dent Each student must discover for himielf or
herself how a concept applies to his or her own
experiences and how it may be used to organize
these experiences Your role is to direct the stu-
dent's attention to previous experiences, or to fur-
nish first-hand experiences, which demonstrate'
the concept

In many instances, the teaching, of a concept is
simply, a matter of reminding students of what
they already knout", but have not yet organized in a
meaningful way Most sttudents have observed
how slowly molasses or honey pours from a Jar
However, they may not have understood why It
may be enough to mention these previous- ex-.
periences in explaining the concept of viscosity

However, students will not always have had
previous-experieqes to which the teacher-can
direct their attention in explaining A' concept In
some cases, the teacher will have to provide a real
example or realistic illustration of the concept

The law of supply and demand may make little
sense to a student who has-had only a limited
amount of experience buying or setting things

This student would need a concrete example of
how it works 'You might arrange a sale to demon-
strate how pPices fluctuate with demand You
might illustrate the concept with examples drawn
from the student's own experience and a graph
showing the curves of supply and demand.

In either, case, you would need to include a
clear, concrete statement of the referent If you
demonstrate the law by selling lemonade to
thirsty students, the real experience is the refer-
ent If you il-
lustrate the plavo
concept by
drawing on
students'
previous ex-
periences,
the referent
might be a
statement
such as,

Have you
ever bought
a soft drink-
at a drive-in
theater, a
fairground, or an athletic event? Did you notice
that the price was highe; than when you bought it
at a grocery stole ?"

It is important to present the statement of the
referent, or the concrete example of the concept,
at the same time that you present the statement of
the concept If you attempt to teach the law of
Supply and demand by merely stating the law
"For every given commodity, there will be a price
at which demand will equal supply''students
may be tempted to memorize the concept before
they understand it Being able to repeat the
teacher's words does not necessarily mean that
the student has really, understood the concept

The evidence for determining if a student has
really understood comes from whether the stu-
dent can apply the concept You can simplify the
transsfer of learning by (1) ,presenting students
with 'new situations in 4ddition to the original
learning situation, and (2) allowing the student to
generalize the concept Just providing students
with more situations will not help them to build
generalizations The new situations should be var-
ied so that the element of likeness common to
each can be distinguished from the situation it-
self

In teaching students the concept of sheathing
in plants, for instance, you might compare
sheaths in corn with sheaths in grass to illustrate
the slrhilarity of the conceprfrom one situation to
another In explaining the function of protIn in

U
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human' diet, you might, first describe human
needs for essential amino acids. You could then
contrast this With the needs of animals that can
synthesize those amino/acid% pointing out the
difference between the two situations.

Another method of teaching concepts is to
pose questions which will motivate students to
didcuss the concept after it has been pi'esented.
In the process of discussing, they can putihe

. concept into their own words and compare their
ideas with others' ideas to verify them.

4 , In helping students come to grifos with the con.-,
"Zepts and principled underlying your occupa-
tional area, there are two basic methods whibh
you may use. One method is to state the principle
first,. and then to offer concrete examples of it.
You might first state the pripciple; e g , "When air
is compressed, its temperature increases; when
air expands, its temperature decreases." You
could then Illustrate the principle by having stu-
ents compare the temperature af corrtressed

air used to inflate a tire with the temperature of air
released from .the tire valve. Or, you could have
students observe' the to perature differential
created by compressed nd expanding fluids in a
refrigeration
system. '

Anothgr
method tof
presenting a
principle is
called the
"discovery
technique
Using this
technique,
students are
first given
examples,
and then
gradually led
to formulate a statement of the principle In other
words, they are led to "disco'ver" the principle for
themselves. in ,teaching Hooke's, law (stress is
proportional to strain within the limits of elastic-
ity), you might want to have students first record
the increase in the length of a suspended spring
as additional weights are attached to it.

They could then evaluate the results and de-
termine by themselves that the increase in length
is proportional to the increase ih weight. At that
point, you could state the law in words; "Strain is
directly propgaional to stress.", The discovery
technique has the advantage of providing an
element of excitement at the point when disor-*
ganized perceptions are suddenly meaningfully
arranged by an organizing principle.

II
M4'
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Both rt)etnods require the use of concrete ex-
amples,(either verbal. examples, or real demen-
strations of the concept or principle. You will
need to decide which method will be more effec-
tive. Your decision will depend on the particular
concept involved and the particular students
being taught. If the demonstration method is
chosen,' however, there are sortie special, con-
giderations which need to be made in planning
the demonstration.

In the first place, the concept should be cape-
,ble of being illustrated through demonstration.
Some concepts do not lend themselves to dem,
onstration. For example, lisc oncept of "mark-
up" In merchandising miglitt e simpler to teach
through a pxoblem-solving method than throUgh
a demonstration. The stUdents' jprevlbus instruc-
tion and real-world experiences are also impo,r-
tant in determining whetfier a partiplar concept
shoild be demonstrated. If a student has already
had first-hand experiences with the concept, the
teacher may need onlyto refer to these in order to
teach t e concept. In that case, providing new
experts"' es through a demonstration may not be
necessa

8

Planning the Demonstration
If a,demonstration is necessary, advance plan-

ning is essential.Planning should include the fol-
lowing steps'

.Summarize the concept or pri ciple tit 1315
demonstrated in a few wor If you have
difficulty doing this, it may be becallse you do
not have a clear understanding of the concept
yourself. Reading about' the concept or talk-
ing your ideas over with peers may help in-
crease your own understanding of the con-
cept. a
Determine aspecifid example of the concifit
or principle which can be easily demon-
strated. Remember, every concept or princi-
ple has a referent; however, if you cannot,
think of a good example, perhaps a demon-
Stration is not the best way to teach the con»
cept or principle.
List the steps to be followed during the dem-
onstration, in their correct order
List the key points to be emphasized during
the demonstration.
List all materials and equipment needed for
the demonstration.
List any visual aids, such as graphs, trans-
parancies, drawings, models, etc., which you
feel might be needeff-to present the concept
or principle.



Plan how to introduoe the demonstration; the
introduction should (1) relate the new con-
cept or principle to.the students' previous
knowledgy,or experience, (2) arouse curios-

/ ity, (3) give backgfound information, and (4)
define new terms.

once your' plans are complete, you will need to
make the preparations for the demonstration The
following steps should, be completed.

Prepare the visual aieis listed in your plan.
Assemple all necessary materials and eqdrip-
ment.
prepare-the physical setting in which you will
conduct the demonstration so that each stu-
dent will be able to see and hear comfortably
Practice or rehearse the presentation

When you conduct the demonstration, you
ishould perform the steps, giving a simple explana-
tion for each step as you pfoceed,Observe stu-
dents throughout to make sure yft'r pace isn't too
fast or top slow. Then, summarize the demonstra-

tion, or let students summarize it. This can be done
ether as you proceed through it or immediately

i/eafterwards.

9

0

After your demonstration, you need to conduct
cetlain follow-up activity First; review key points
with the class If a_signOant number of§tudents
missed or misunderstood yny key points, you may
need to repeat the demonstration. Then, have stu-
dents apply the concept or principle in a new situe-
titin so they can generalize their learning.

Sample 1 is designed to show you how a com-
pleted demonstration plan,looks when the correct
procedures are followed Keep in' mind.that this is
not a plan for a total lesson; a demonstration may
be only part of the lesson The total lesson plan
would have to iriclude the stated objective, an in-
troduction covering VA whole lesson, other ac-
tivities necessary for attaining the objectwe a
summary covering 4he whole lesson, and an
evaluation Method

0
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SAMPLE 1-

. CONcEPT/PFINCiPLE DEMONSTRATION PLAN

r
4

CONCEPT /PRINCIPLE TbtE DEMONSTRATED: :B.:54rd Feet
14-

4., t.

SUMMARY OF CONCEPT/ PRINCIPLE: A board foot is the unit of volume measure for wood;

i.e., a piec'e. of ,woocl dile foot .long, by one foot wide, by one .inch, thick.

. INTRODUCTION METHOD: 'Things we buy and sell cfre rneastged in many different amounts
or units; by the piece (e.g.; a car or Shovel), by a set number.of pieces (e.g., a dozen eggs), by,
lehgth (e.g. afoot of eledtrical wire or copper pipe), by area (e.g., a square yard of material),
or by volume (e.g., a quart of milk or cstallon of paint).

"Today, we are going to order lumber which is told in IX:plume units (ailed board feet.
'In order to know how much wood to buy, and what the cost will be, we need to know what a
board foot is, and how it can be calculbted.

TERMS: .

1. volumespace occupied, as 'measured in cubiC units; i.e., length, Width, arid

thickness.

2. feeta linear measure equivalent to (12 inches or 1/3 yard.'

3. incha linear measure equivalent to 1/ 12th foot or 1 / ',56 yard.'

4. bolard footequal to the volume of wo&t measuring one Bat long, one fo8t wide, and

one inch thick.

STEPS TO BE FOLLOWED:

1. Display the wood visual before the class with the four pieces joined to measure up to 1' x

I
,

1' x

2. Define a board fgot orally.

3. Display a quart of milk in a square carton.
-"NW

4. Pour the quart of milk into a round jar ( "ee shape of the container does not determine

' the ,volume" ).

. "A board foot, like milk, can also come in different shapes."
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:6. Display the wood visual and rejoin it to Measure 2' x 6" x 1".,
, . t

7. Rejoin wood vlsual lo measure 2' x p" x 2". .
0

- r -
, 4` r

8. Vritqforvi!,:ila.for'cakk.latIng board feet on the board,,and calculate the boditi
/feet in

-.,

.',- 4-
.

AM' yippd-irisuttl, for V' ch of the three shapesshown previausly.(the answer 5,1-putcl }Se
- ', .."'.',- , 4 i -;0

/ one.boael 16o4.,in' all instances): 4 --N:- .

..

--...

k Surtimarize by defining a board fooand restating the formula for Calculating board
, ,

feet. .

A board foot can come Ind1ffer rift shapes,

4
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.KEY P0141T8AI BE EMPHASIZED:

I. board foot 4 the volume of wood equal to one foot long, bne foot wide, and one inch

thick.

S

2. A board foot can come in different shapes.

3.. The forthula for calculatinsiboarCi feet is "length in feet" times',

"width in inches" times "thickness in inches" divided by 12.

4.. Knowin how to define and calc ate . rd fee is necessa for bu n and sellin
4 .11111P. "

lumber.

MATERIALS, E,OUIPMENT, AND VISUAL A915 I E

, 1. Four pieces of wood, each measuring 1= x 3"x 4", that are doweled such that they can be

joined side by side, endto era and/or stacked one on top of cmOther
Of'

'2. A quail of milk ih a square carton ,

3. A round milk bottle
a

SUMMARY AND/OR FEEDBACK .METHOD:

1. Oral summary by teach ith inpUt: from students. ,

2 Feedbacic based on.stud t responsescto applicgtionsituation and their ealc,ulation of

bpard feet.

. ..,

NEW APPLICATION SITUATION:- Students calculate the board feet, rasing the formula
.. given, for several differen4sized pieces ,o4lumber sold in the local area..

.
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Optional
11 Activity',

4

4

For more information about the theory of teaching concepts and princi-
ple", you may wish to read'Woodruff, Basic Concepts of Teaching, pp.
647-72,126-140

The following items cheCk your comprehension of Atli materialin.the
information sheet, Dernonstrating Concepts and Principles, pp. 6-12.
Eackol the nine items requiresa short essay-type response. Please explain
fully, but briefly.

SELF-CHECK
1. What is a concept?

2 Whit is a principle?

alb
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3. How do you know whether 'a student has understobd the concept or principjf being taught?
, I , ,,

,

/

MEP

a

i A.

e

(

4 If concepts are individual and personal, how can one person teach another person a concept?

II"

.
J

t

5. "Generalization" refers to the ability to recognize or apply the concept in a situation other than the
original learning situation Hbw can you improve a student's ability to gen,eralize? d

1
)..
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What is the "discovery technique" of teaching?

.
A

,,,`":41°

7. If you decide to demonstrate a concept, and then discover you can't think of any examples of the
concept, what should you conclude?

4.

11,

' 4

8. In teaching a concept how would you decide whether to demonstrate the concept, or to -Niferto
students' previous experiences?

1

15
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9. What are sdrne ways to make a demonstration easier to observe?
I

4

k,

4
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Compare your written responses on the Self-Check with the Model An-
swers given below Your responses need not exactly duplicate thermodel
responses, however, you should have covered the same major points

MODEL AFI6WERS

1. A concept is a mental construct 'an idea
which refers to an experience. If it refers to a
tangible object, it is called a concrete concept
If it refers to a:Process, a qual ity. or relation-
ship, it js called an abstract concept.

2 A principle, refers t a constant relationto hip be-
tween two or more-concepts It is different from
a concept in.that it can be used to make predic-
tions.

3. To determine if students have understood the
concept, haye them try to apply the concept to a
new learning Situation Mere memorization of
the teacher's words does not demonstrate un-
derstanding

4. You can provide students with experiences
which illUstrateithe concept and help students
organize these experiences If students have
already had firsthand experiences with the
concept, but have not organized them in a
coherent way, you can refer to these experi-
ences and explain them in terms of the concept
they illustrate

You can present the ,concept in a variety' of
situations so that,st4dents will be able to sepa-
rate the concept from tice--particular situation
which illustrates it However, the same situation
should not be presented many times Different

-situaions should be usedeither similar to or
differentfrom the origipat learning sittlatton
to allow students to ortm pare and contrast the
way the concept applies to each

Another method which facilitiates students'
ability to geheralize is to pose questions which
encoura the to verbalize the concept In the
proCessi-T explaining .his/her version of the
concept to others, a student will clarify his/her
own understanding In addition, by putting the
concept into his /her own words, a student must.

draw on his or her personal experiences, and in
so doing, has generalized the concept from the
original -learning situation to a new situation.

6 In the discovery technique, you present ex-
amples of a principle and encourage students
to offer explanations until gradually students
are led to discover the underling principle

7 If you have difficulty thinking of an example of
a concept, it may be because yoll do not-really
understand the concept Every concept, even
the most.abstract, has a referent However, not
every concept can bp demonstrated in the
classroom Some concepts can be taught best
by demonstration, others are simpler to teach
Using another method

'8 Often, a student has had many firsthand ex-
periences with a concept, but has not or-
ganized them in terms of a concept In that
case, it may be enough to remind the student of
these experiences and to direct his/her atten-

*ion to! them as you explain hoW-they illustrate
the concept

For example, assume you are trying to teach the
concept of air as an insulator If all students
have had previous experiences with, wool socks
and cotton socks, you could simply refer to the
fadt that wool socks are warmer than cotton
socks and explain why But if students have not
had firsthand experiences with the concept,
you may need to present a real example of the
concept through a demon§tration

A
.9 If students are not afple to see each step of the

demonstration, you me* have to divide the
classlinto small groups and repeat the demon-
stration for each group Another methbd AS to

'prepare visual aids ahead of:Timetranspar-
encies, graphs, drawings, ,etc ,to illustrate
the steps which are difficult to view

LEVEL. OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed Self-Check should haye covered the same major points as /
the mottel responses If you missed some points 4 haye questions about any additional points yoy .
made, review the material in theinformation sheet, m strafing Concepts and Principles, pp 6-12, or
check with your resource person if necessary

1.0 1
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Learning.EXperienc6 II
Mb, N

OVERVIEW

.Activity

Given a case sdript of
Performance of that t ac er.

.
cher demonstrating a principle, critique the

You will be readitithe Case Script, pp. 26722.

.

Of

A

You villibe critiquing the performance of the teacher described in the Case
Script, using the Crittque Form, pp. 23-26. '

You will be evaluating your competency in critiquing the teacher's perfor-
mance, in demonstrating a principlepy comparing your completed critique
with the Model Critique, p. 27.

.4

You may wish to view a locilly-produced videotape of a teacher demon-
strating a concept or principle, and to critique that,teacher's performance.

4
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The following Case Script describes how Vr. Martino, a vocatidnal teacher,
demonstrabed,the principle of supply and demand to his students. With the
criteria for presenting an effective concept/principle demOnstration in

Apind, read the eitiatidn described.

CASE SCRIPT
Mr, Martino is sitting at his desk, wiping his

.joreherid with a handkerchief.
`Mr:Martino: 4. ,

This heat is ternble.-It's Irnost too hot to hold
class.

,5The students indicate that they more than agree
with *that statement. ..

It's hotenough to fry an egg on the sidewalk I'll
bet yOu'd rather be drinking a can of lemonade
instead of frying eggs

.

Jeff:: . , . 1
I could o forcirsomething cold to drink I like your
idea a ut not holding class even better

Mr. Martino: ..._,

p_.1:-rn afraid you're stuck, Jeff but back to the
, lemonade khave a can right here I'd be willing to

part with for thg right price Which of you is
interested in cooling off, for say, a dollar,

Sam: Ars
A dollar, Give us a break If that's the only one

,, you have, Ill give youlifty cents for it All that talk
about the heat ,made me thirsty

,..

Mr. Martino:
This is the only onelhave. I emptied the machine
to the teachers' lounge Ninety cents is as low as
I'll got

Sam:
I'll giVe You eighty

Mr. Martino: t

Well, okay Sold Come and get your ice cold
Idmonade

Fred: w

I'd part with eighty cents, too, for something -to
'drink f,ight now

Mr. Martino:
I should admit that I do' have two That seems a
fair price, Fred My last one is yours

Maude:
. The rest of us are going to melt Susan and I
would have bought that, but all we could scrape
together was sixty cents It'' so hot!

4.

Mr. Martino:
I think I can come up withslyte more before you
melt. You win. You know, I did bring one for
myself. I sure_ hate to see the rest of you go
thirsty.. .

As ,Mr. Martino continues to producp cans of
lemonade, the students offer lower and lower
prices Juan buys another for sixty cents Jeff of-
fire him twenty cents rf he can find just one more

Ben, would you pay more than Jeff offered me,

.Ben:
Rats, Mr Martino All I've got is twenty cents. I
Sure could use a drink of something right now,
though

Mr. Martino:
It looks like no one's going to give me more than

twenty cents. I'll give Jeff his drink for that, and
there's one here for Ben, too Pay up, boys! Paul,
are you going to go thirsty') I can't let that hap-
pen I suppose I can find another can for you
What would you be willing fo pay9

Paut:
I'm the! onlyiustomer you have left. I'll take it off
your hands TOr a nickel

Mr. Martino:
A nickeht is Paul Now you all havt,something
cold to drink I think you'll find, though, that
you've gotten Something better out of what has
just happened a lesson Can anybody guess
what that might have been')

There is a pause while the students consider that
question

Juan:
Leave.it to aApacher to make
everything Wass it something
being thirsty and your having
aiallable9

Mr. Martino:
-YoU've hit aright on the head, Juan To put what
you've said a little more formally, let's call it the
law of supply and demand. Let's keep it simple,
though Let's discuss it in terrfts of what our
demonstration shoived us- -

a les%on out of
to do with our
cold lemonade

20 gi
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Mr/ Martino gets up and moves to the side of the
classroom. .

First, let's start with some definitions 'I need a
volunteer to read the law while someone else

'puts it on the chalkboard, .

Susaq and Maude-voluateer. Susan .writes "The
Law of Supply and Demand" on the board and
Maude begins to read as Susan continues to write

Maude:
The law of supply and demand says, For each

ommodity, some price must e)ust that will
Use the supply and demand for that com-

modity to be equal

Jeff: o \ -
Whew, that's* pretty heavy What are all those
thingslike commodity and supply and de-
mand? , .

Mr. Martino:
Who can help Jeff to understand those terms'? p

Paul:
Don't get all uptight, man Commodity is 'List a
fancy word fOr a product Our commodity was

-thOlemonade

Ben: .
If that's what a commodity is, I think I can figure

miniaqtesuppily Mr Martino s supply was how many
cans of lemonade he had

Jeff:
Well, then, I can figure out demand on my own
Demand was what we had We warrted those
cans of lemonade

Fred:
I'm not sure I really understand yso

.
Mr. Martino: ..

Would. you like to whelp put the results of our
demonstration on graphs so that we cara.all see
what happened'?'

Fred:
That sounds like a good idea, but I don't know if I

can

Mr. Martino:
,r

Sure you can The class will guide you Since
figured out what demand is, well let'him plot
what we'll call our demand curve Fred can help
us.out with a supply curve

i

Mr Martino turns over a page on a flip chart at the
front of the room to reveal three empty graphs

y . ,,___
Jeff:

What are these numbers on the left s,ide of my
graph'?

.-,

4,

1

4

Sam:
They're theprices we paid for the lemonade ..
and there'sthe twenty cents you-paid and there's
the eighty cents I paid

Sam gr6ans

Jeff:
I see These numbers at the bottom must repre-
sent the cans of lemonade Mr Martino had This
is easy. The first soda sold for eighty I'll Put an X
here The second one, too This is really easy

Jeff continues to fill in the graph %

21

Fred :,\\ ,

The Supply curve isn_i't hard either.

Mr. Martino:
I knew you guys would help me out Who can see
what from the curves'?

Maude:
The demand curve travels downward from the
high prices to the low prices But, I don't see

. what that means

Juan:
What would happerrif we had more students
and you had more lemonade, Mr Martino'?

Mr. Martirio: ,.

Who carr answer Juan's question'? Think about
that, Maude

Maude:
I can see that the curve would just keep travel-
ing downward I guess your supply would Just
be bigger than our demand for lembnade Oh, I
see what the curve shoVvs

Juan:
You helped me, too, Maude

Mr. Martino:
Fred, can you explain your supply curve,

Fred:
Well, it travels upward I think you said you had
more lefrionade because Sam and I paid you
eighty cents The other students didn't want to
pay that much though You increased your
supply, but we decreased our demand The
prices went down

Sam: ,...

I can see these curves, but I don't see any price
that causes the supply and demand to be equal
like\the law says

Mr. Martino:
For that wdnded to see how the curves work
together Sam, why don't you come here and
plot the curves together on this empty chart

w
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.Sam goes to the flip chart and carts each curve
on the empty chart.

Sam has plotted the curves together for us, and
he has answered his own question. He has
point on his graph where the supply and de-
mand curves meet. I call it the equilibrium
point. Can anyone make that sound a little less
frightening?

Susan:.
When Maude read the law of supply and de-
mand, it said that a price exists that will cause
the supply and demand to be equal. Sam has I
that price there. You call it the equilibrium
point. That just means the point Where supply
and demand are equal.

Fred:
Look what that point says: forty cents: Just
think, Sam and I paid eighty cents apiece for
one lousy lemonade.

Paul:
I'm glad I only paid a, nickel. That's a lot less
than forty cents.

Sam:
Don't act so smart, Paul. Can you see what your
paying a nickel and my paying eighty cents
means?

Ben:
.1 can see that. Some people had to pay more
than forty and some people tad to.or less to
make that our eqUilibrium point.

Mr. Martino:
That's right. Time you've all helped teach your
own lesson today, VII give you your money
back. The lemqnade will be on me. Now, let's go
over what weve learned once more.

Juan:
Well, you had lemonade and we wanted it, so
we paid you a lot of money:You thought you
could get a lot more money, so you came up

. with more lemonade.

Ben:
Yeah, but then our demand decreased.

Susan:
When they plotted the curves,. we saw where
our demand and your supply were equalyour ,
equilibrium pointforty cents.

Mr. Martino:,
Who can tell us just once more What the law of
supply'and demand says?

Susan:
Well, there has to be some price where supply
and demand equal each other ... like with our
lemonade. Forty cents was the pric2;That's
easy to see now.

Mr. Martino:
Thanks. Tonight see if you can think of other

situations we can apply the law of supply and
demand to. I have instruction sheets with, the
definitions we discussed, including the law of
supply and demand, and With some blank
graphs. Pick one up after class when you come
up to claim your money and take them home
tonight and look them over. We'll discuss them
more tomorrow. No get out of here. It's too
hot to hold class.

The bell rings and the students converge on Mr.
Martino's desk for reimbursements arid instruc-
tion sheets.

23
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Activity

Belowis ',Critique Form with questions to guide you in preparing a written
critique of Or. Martino's competency in demorlstrating a principle. Read
each question and indicate, by circling the YES or NQ, whether Mr. Martino
accomplished each Item. Briefly explain your responses in the space
provided for comments below each item.

CRITIQUE FORM
1. Did Mr. Martino select an example of the principle which could be easily YES NO

deMonstrated.

Comments.
4

2. Was 'the demonstration set up where it could be easily viewed by each YES NO

student?

Comments.

3. Did Mr. Martino relate the new principle to students' previous experienCes YES NO

or instruction?

Comments:

4

(

2
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1. Did Mr. Martino define terms or give background information when neces- YES NO
sary? /
Comments:

,-.

e

/
4,

5. Were all materials and equipment ready for use? YES NO

Comments.

.
./'

f
6. Did Mr. Martino perform the steps of the demonstration in a logical order? YES NO

Comments



0

..

7. Was there any" evidence to indicate that Mr. Martino observed students to Ns NO

see that they were following the demonstration?
, /,

Comments: .

a.
1Ir

/'

3

,

fr

8. Were key points summarized eithltduring the demonstration or at the YES NO

conclusion?

Comments

..,

4' S

9. Did Mr. Martino evaluate students' comprehension of the principle by giv.ing YES NO
a test, leading a discussion, or some other means of gaging feedback?

. Comments.

A

t.

A

_, 2

,.

I.

a



o*

--c-
,, ,,,

10. Were supplemental instructional aids used to illustrate any steps which YES NO
were difficult to observe?

Yea

Comments:

4

5

11. Did Mr. Martino ask students to analyze a new situation in relation to the YES NO
concept?

411

Coniments:

r

26-
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oCorfipare your completed written critique of theCase Script with the Model
-Critique given below. Your-circled responses should exactly duplicate the
model responses. Your written comments need not exactly duplicate the
model comments; however, you - should have covered the same major
points.

MODEL CRITIQUE
1. YES. The4aw of supply and demand is easy to

demonstrate by conducting a real sale

2. YES. Since the demonstration, involved the 8.
whole class as a part of the sale, all students
could see what was going on.

3. YES. The teacher used the uncomfortable
temperature and the students' thirstcondi-
tions they could easily relate toin order to
demonstrate the principle He did not tie the
principle into past and future learnitig, nor
indicate why they were studying the principle.
However, this Could be a function of the total
lesson plan, not the smaller demonstration
plan..

4. YES. Mr. Maettno helped students arrive at
their own definition of supply, demand, corn-
modity, and equilibrium. He alSo had instruc-
tion sheets containing those definitions pre-
pared for the class ti

5. YES. The material n this example were noth-
ing more than a few cans of lemonade, a
chalkboard, a flip chart, and some instruction c,
sheets. The graphs were prepared and hidden
on the flip chart ready to Use

6. YES. The demonstration wasfonducted in an
orderly, coherent way so that students were
gradually led to discover the law of supply and
demand.

7. YES. Since student participation was essential
in this demonstration, Mr. Martino was con-
stantly observing studentstheir comments,
questions, and other reactions The nature of
his direct questions to various students indi-

cates that he was very aware of how well stu-
dents were following the demonstration.

YES. Mr. Martino summarized key points
throughout the demonstration. At the conclu-
sion, when he said, "Now let's go over what
we've learned once more," he involved stu-
dents in summarizing the demonstration

9. YES. Discussion continued throughout the
demonstration, so That Mr. Martino got con-
tinuous feedback on whether or not the class
understood the principle. Their summary
comments provided further feedback as to
their dnderstanding of what had been demon-
strated.

10. YES. Mr. Martino used graphs drawn on a flip
chart as an instructional aid to illustrate the
point of equilibrium.

YES and NO. Mr. Martino dismissed the class
after a discussion revealed that they under-
stood the law of supply and demand in terser
of the lemonade demonstration. However,
evidence of whether a principle has been un-
derstood comes from knowing whether a stu-
dent can apply it in a new learning situaton."
Mr Martino could have offered another ex-
ample and let students analyze it in terms of
the principle.

However, as they were leaving, he asked them
to "think of other situations we can apply the
law of supply and demand to." Perhaps in
subsequent classes, he will ask the studentso
analyze one of these situations in relation to
the principle.

11.

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your circled responses should have exactly d4,licated the model re-
sponses; your written comments should have covered the same major points as the model comments. If

you missed someoints or have questions about any additio points you made, review the material in
the it liormation sheet, Demonstlating Concepts and Princip165, pp. 6-12, or check with your resource
person if necessary.

4111
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Your institution may have available videotapes showing examples of
teachers demonstr g concepts or principles. If so, ydu may wish to view
one or more of th4se videotapes, You might also choose to critique the
performance 4;1 each teacher in demonstrating a -oencept or principle,
using the cOteria provided in this module, or critique forms Of checklists
provide0 by your resource person.
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Learning Experience ill
OVERVIEW

Activity

-it

r
In a simulated classroom or laboratory situation, demonstrate a concept or
principle.

You will be selecting the concept or principle Ohich you will demonstrate.

You will be completing the Demonstration Plan Sheet, pp. 33-34.

You will be presenting the demonstration to a group of peers, or to your
resource person. -

0*---

You, may wish to record your presentation on videotape for self-evaluation
purposes.

z.

ur competency in demonstrating 'a concept or principle will be
evaluited by your peers, orby your resource person, using the Concept/
Principle Demonstration Checklist, -pp. 37-47.

293j
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04,

you videotaped your presentation, you'may 'wish to evaluate your own -

performance, using the Concept/Principle Demonstration Checklist, pp.
37 -47.

Ai it

3i
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Select a concept or principle which must be understood by students in
your occupational,specialty if they are to succeed in that occupation. A
sample list of cancepts and principles follows. You'may select one from the

...list, or another more specific to your area. Check with your resource
'person if you' have difficulty, selecting a concept or principle to demon-

:strate.

SAMPLE CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES

Food chain O'vesrhead

Natural balance Depreciation
;

Optimal wildlife Viscosity

(or plant) popttlatiOn e Mechanical
Point Of dimirlipillg advantage

retufns Boyle's law

Selective breeding Hooke's law

Balanced diet Ohm's law

Least cost diet Conductivity
Budget of heat

Debit and credit' Color balancing
Supply and demand Proper fit)
Marginof profit Posture

Mark-up Reproduction

Interest Human traits

4

LI*
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Once you have deCided oQ the concept or principle to be demonstrated;
you need to select a specific example of the concept/or principle. You also
need to develop' a plan for demonstrating the concept OF principle using
that specific example, Youmay use the-Demonstration Plan Sheet below,
,or a plan suggested by your resource'person, to guide your planning.

DEMONSTRATION PLAN SHEET'
4,

CONCEPT/PRINCIPLE TO BE DEMONSTRATED.

SUMMARY OF CONCEPT/PRINCIPLE

INTRODUCTION METHOD:

TERMS:

1. 6

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. .10

STEPS TO BE FOLLOWED:

4

2

3

4

5.

6.

7.

3
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KEY POINTS TO BE EMPHASIZED:
vvd)

1.

z,

3.

14(

'4: Ar

5

MATERIAL%, EQUIPMENT, AND VISUAL AIDS NEEDED:

1

3
1'

4

SUMMARY AND/OR FiEEDBACK,METHOD:

A

NEW APPLICATION SITUATION:

C 34
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AOtivity

J

In.a simulated classroom situation, present your demonstration to a group
of two to five peers. Thep peers \vill serve two functions' (1) they will
role-play the students to whom you are presenting your demonstration,
and (2) they will evaluate your performance. 'If peers are not available to
you, you may present your demonstration to your resource person

1 Optional If you wish to self-evaluate, you may record your performance on videotape
Activity so you may view your own demonstration at a later time

111111110

Multiple copies of the Concept/Principle Demonstration Checklist are
provided in this learning experiente_ Give a copy to each peer, or to your

.resource person, before making your presentation in order to ensure that
each knows what to look for in your lesson. However, indicate that during
the demonstration, all attention is to be directed toward you, and that the
checklists are to be completed after the demonstration is finished

. If you videotaped your lesson, you may wish to self-evaluate using a copy of
the Concept/Principle Demonstration Checklist

30
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CONCEPT/PRINCIPLE DEMONSTRATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the-NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance comporlents was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performanoe component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/ box.

Name

Detq

Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

vr

In demonstrating the concept or principle, the teacher:
1. selected an example of the concept which,could be easily

demonstrated ci
2. set up the demonstration where it could be easily viewed by each

student .. . . . . E] El
3. related the new concept to students' previous experiences or instruc-

Y°n

El4. defined terms or gave background information when necessary El
5. had all materials and.equipment ready for use El
6. perfo.tmed the steps of the demonstration in a logical order Et 12

7. observed students to see that they were following the demonstration El El [21

8. summarized key points during the demonstration or at the conclusion
of the demonstration .... . .

, 0.1=1 LJ

9. determined students' comprehension of the concept by some form of
feedback El

10. usedisual aids to illustrate any steps which were diffickilt to observe E a
,11. had students analyze a nev9 situation eivelation to the concept El

. .

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items milt receive FULL, or N/A.rewionses If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order, to reach competency in the weak are ( 5).

30
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CONCEPT/PRINCIPLE DEMONSTRATION CHECKLIST

.

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or.FULL box to indicate that
each of the follo/ing performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-

, cumstandes, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place. an X in the N/A box. .

Nuns

Date

Resource Person

e

ro

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

41b.
44'

ge'

In demonstrating the concept or principle, the teacher:
1. selected an example of the concept which could be easily ID El -1±7.1demonstrated

2. set up the demonstration where it could be easily viewed by each
student :a

3. related the new concept to students' previous experiences or instruc-
tion

4. defined terms or gave background information when necesiry

5. had all materials and equipment ready for use

1:16. performed the steps of She demonstration in a logieil order

7. observed students to see that they were followItOg the demonstration

8. silmmarized key points during the der43nstratiortsirat the conclusion
of the demonstration

9. determined students' comprehension of the concept by some form of
feedback

10. used visual aids to illustrate any steps which.were difficult/If observe

a

11. had students analyze a new situation.in relation to the concept 0 Er .

1 LEVEL OF PERFORMANCrAll items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item feceives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should naeet to detemine what additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

4t/
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CONCEPT/PRINCIPLE DEMONSTRATION CHECKLIST

Directions: place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that Nen"
each of the,folldwing performance components was not accomplished,
eartially accompli , or fully accomplished. If, because special cir- Dai
cumstances,e ormance component was notapplicableilet impossible
to execute1a an X in the N/A box. Resource Pwson

3

1"'

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

A

4
r-"tA 094.

In demonstrating the concept or principle, acher:
1. selected an example of the coticept vyh could be easily

,

demongtrated .

2 set up the demonstration Where it could be easily viewed byeoch
student

. .
0

3. related the new concep/o students' previous eXperiences or instruc-
.....

4. defineikterrns or gave background information when necessary ..

5. had all materials and equipment ready, for . E140ti :ar
6. performed the steps of The demonstration in a logicalbrber . . .

ti

7. obeetvild-students to 'see that they werefolrowing thedemonstrationf

8. summarized key,points during the demonstration Or at the conclusion.
of the demonstration : . . . -.. ... .., ..

.
..

9. determined students' comprehension of the concept by some form of n
feedback vi

',, 'IP 1

, . . .

411t../used visual aids to illustrate any steps which were difficultto observe! I:: D
,.41,-had-stuclent4

'analyze a new situation in relation to thr concept ... 0 Ej CI 0, .

CI 0

T'.
U

a

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All itemsmusj receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives`a NO, or
APARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person shoul ineet todetermine what additional activities the

teacher heeds to complete in order to reach competenp inir weak area(s):

4 4,
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CONCEPI1PRINCIPLE DEMONSTRATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULLbox to indicate that Name

each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir- Des

cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box. Resource Person

tr

In demonstrating the concept'or principle, the teacher:
1.--selected an example of the concept which could be easilf

demonstrated - CI CI El

student
2. set up the. demonstration where it could be easily viewed by each

El El El

e

LE(/El. OF PERFQRMANCE

4(

3. related the new concept to students', previ us experiences or instruc-
tion ,

. c. Jr3
4. defined terms or gave background information when necessary El El 1:14

5. had all materials and equipment ready fdeuse E.1 0
aa

6. performed the steps of the deMonsVation in a Idlystirtfder El 0
7. observed students to see that they were following the demonstratiollirt 40

. -

..). summarized key points.during the demonstration or at the lIpnclusion
of 'the demonstration .. , . El CI 0

9. determined students' comprehension of the co by some form of
CIfeedback

10. used visual aids to illustrate any steps which were difficult to observe C]
11. had students anajYze a newvttation in relation to the concept .

1%..,... 4
10 /

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or,
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities the
teacher needs to corn i n order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

r,
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C N6EPT/PRINCIPLE DEMONSTRATION CHECKLIST

DIractloils: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, becAuse. of special cir-
cumstances, a Performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

ow

Resource Person

s

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

4=1 qq' 444

In demonstraVag the concept or principle, the teacher:
1. selected an example of the concept which could be easily

demonstrated El.
2. set up tfie demonstratipn where it could be easily viewed by each

student ........ . . . . . . El L7 C:1

3. related the new concept to students' previous expe ces or instruc-
tion .

4. defined terms or gave background information when necessary 'CI D*D
5. had all materials and equipment ready for use

6. performed the steps of the demonstration in a logical order E]

4

7. observed students to see that they were following the demonstration CI 1=1

8. summarized key points during the demonstration or at the conclusion
of the demonstration ... ... ...... , ..

On t]4feedback ........ . .. . . . - -
9. determined students' comprehension of the concept by some form of 0

10. used visual aids to illustrate any steps which were difficult to observe.' n
11. had students analyzes new situation in relation to the concept
. .L

.

LEVEL. OF PERFORMANCE; All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities the
teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

ger
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CONCEPT/PRINCIPLE DEMONSTRATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that "1"
each of the following performince components was not accomplished,
parkialty mplished, or fully accornplished. If, because of special cir- Dab

cumstari,oa performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, plate an X in the N/A box. Resource Person

V

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

In demonstrating the concept or principle, the teacher:
'1. selected an examplegef the concept which could be easily

Eldemonstrated .

2. set up the demonstratioq where it could be easily viewed b43 each
student .. . . .....

3. related the new concept to students' previods experiences or instruc-

C:1lion ..... .. .

4.1 defined terms or Gave background information when necessary DODO
5. had all matenals and equipment ready for use

*
6. performed the steps of the demonstration in a logical .order 0 CI ,3
7. observed students to see that theyliere following the demonstration

8. summarized key points dunng the demonstration or at the Conclusion
13of the demonstration . . . . .

. . . . .. .. ....

9. determined students' comprehension of the concept by some form of
feedback El

C]10. used visual aids to illustrate any steps which were difficult to observe El
11. had students analyze a new situation in relation to the concept . Ck,I=1 C]

N

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N/A responses If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL respqRse, the teacher nd resource person should meet to determine what additional activities the
teacher needs complete in oPder to reach competency in the weak area(s).
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Learning Experience iV
FINAL EXPERIENCE

Actiyity

In an actual school situation,' demonstrate a concept or principle.

M you,,plar:i your lessds, decide when demortstrating'a concept or princi-
0.241d :pe used effectively to aid you in meeting the n objectives.

at decision, demonstrate a concept or pp,n 'pie. This will

IN, modifying, or developing a lesson plan which includes
lied plans for' resenting such a demonstration

- *sting and/or developing all necessary equipment land materials
pieparirig the physical setting for the demonstration
presenting the lesson to the class

NOTE: Your resource person may, want you to subinit you'r written lesson
plan to him/her for evaluation befqre you present your lesson. It may be
helpful fOr your resource person to use the TPAF from Module B-4,
Develop a Lesson. Plan, to guide his/her evaluation. -

Arrange in advance to have your resource person observe your lesson
presentation.

Your total competency will be assessed by your resource perixin, using the
Teacher Performance Assessment Form, p. 51.

Based upon the criteria specified in this assessment instrument, your
resource person will determine whether you are competent in demonstrat-
ing a cokept or principle. -

For a definition of 'actual school srtuatton, see the inside back cover
ti

5u
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V 4-
TEACHER P.ERFORMANCE 'ASSESSMENT FORM
Demonstrate a Concept or Principle (C-17)

Directions? Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under theLEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.
If, bebause of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Nam*

Date

Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

%t
* 04 \4. 1 I2 49 go- ke

C, 4Y
In demonstrating the concep or principle, the teacher:

1. selected an example of the concept which couldbe eas- [-j
11y demonstrated . . .

2. set up the demonstration where it could be easily viewed
by each student ... 1: EN: I: El .0

3. related the new concept to students' previous expert- E.E00
ences or instruction . .f

4. defined terms or gave background inform\ ation, when
necessary .. , . ..

5. had all materials and equipment ready for use .. E:1 -

6. performed the steps of the demonstration in a' logical
order ... . . .

7. observed students to see that the were following the ri
demonstration . .

8. summarized key points during the demonstration or at
the conclusion of the demonstration . .

9. determined students' comprehension of the concept by
some form of feedback

O. used visual aide to illustrate any steps which were 0E0E00
difficult to observe ....

11. had students analyze a new situation in relation to the
concept . .r CI 0

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOlror EXCELLENT responses. If any item
receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR resPonde, the teacherand resource person 'should meet to determine.
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to Mach competency in the weak
area(s). ,

S2
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ABOUT USING, THE CENTER'S PBTE
MODULES

Organizaton
Each module is designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teacti-
ing success. A module is made up of a series of learning
experiences, some providing background information,
some pmirling practice experiences, and others com-
bining these two functions. Completing these exberi-
encei should enablelciu to achieve the terminal objec-
tive in the final learning experience. The final experience
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the___--would then do the final learning experience later; /i.e.,

when you have access to an actual school situation.
Alternate Actlyttleor Feedback ... refers to an item or
feedback device which may subltitute for required
items which, due td special circumstances, you are un-
able to complete.

1r

itt

.Terminology
Actual. School Situation ... refei to a situation itr
which' you are actually rking with, and responsible
for, secondary or post-sendary vocational students in
a real school. An intern, a student teacher, or an In-
service teacher would be functioning in an actual school
situation. If you do Mt have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, you can com-
plete the module up to the final learning experience. You

skill in an actual school situation when you are-an intern,
a student teacher, or an inservice teacher.

.Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program. You need to take awly those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
sess. Similarly, you need not complete any learning ex-
penence within a module if you already have the shill
needed to complete it Therefore, before taking any
module, you should carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Objectives listed on p.4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience. After comparing your present needs and com-
petencies with the information. you have read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the follow-
ing decisions: _

that you do not have the-Competenbies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that you are competeht in one or more of /he en-

, ebling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
perience, and thus can omit-that (those) learning
experience(s)
that you are already competent in this area,' and
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to,"test out"
that the module is inappropriate to your needs at
this time

, When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access to an actual school situation, makp the
necessary arrangements with your resource person. If
you do not complete the final experience successfullyt.

.meat with your resource person and arrange (1j to re-
peat the experien*Ce, or (2) complete (or review) previoui,
sections of the module or othe; related activities
suggested by your resource person before attempting to
'repeat the final experience.
Options for iecycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience.
Any time you do not meet the minimum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re,
source persorway meet to select activities to help you
roach competehcy. This could involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped; (2) repeating
activities; (3) reading supplementary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person; (4) designing your own teaming experience; or
(5) completing some other activity suggested by you OT
your resourcejerson.

Occupational SQecialty refers to a specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e g., the
service area Trade and Industrial Education includes
occupation& specialties such as automobile me-
chaniCs, welding, and electricity) .

Optional Actlyilty or Feedback . . refers to in item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrichttre required items in a learning experi-
ence.
ResoUrce Person ... refers to the person in charge of
your educational program; the professor, instructor,
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating/lupervising/
classroom teacher who._is guiding you in taking this
module
Student . . refers to ,the person who is enrolled and
feceivingfindfructron in a secondary or post-secondary.

educational institution.
Vocational Service Area . defershie major vocation&
field agricultural education, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, home economics education, industries arts edu-
cation, technical education, or trarlipond industrial edu-
cation .

You or the Teacher refers to the person'who is tak2
ing the module. '

LeIels Of-Performance for Fkial Assessment
N/A ,. . The criterion was not met b,eceuselt was not
applicable to the eittiabon.
None . attenipt.was magle to meet,the criterion,

, although it was relevent.
poPr . . The teacher is unable to perform this, skill or
has only,very limited ablllty to perfora it.
Fair The teacher is unable to perfoWn this skill in an
acceptable mannei., but has Some ability to perform it
Good . The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effIctive manner
Excellent _ . The teacOlders abperform this skil I in a
vary effective manner

±
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Titles of The ntees
Peolonnanc aced Teacher Education Modulesep

Garry A: !Vagrant Planning. Development. and Bielustidn

A-. Prepare for a Community Survey
Conduct a DommUnity Survey
Report the Findings °ea Community Survey

A,-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-g Develop Program Goals and Objectives
ik--7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis

:A-8 Develop, a Course of Study
Aptil Develop Loag-Range Program Plans
A-1Q Conduct a Student Follow-UP Study
A-11. Evaluate Y Vocational Program

Planning

13-1' s and Interests Of Students
13-0 t Performance Objectives
13-3 nit of Instruction
B-4 a 4mon Plitn

111-5 Select StudftrInstructional Matenals
19-6. Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Matinals

Galegory C:InstructiontExecution =

C-1 Direct Field Tnps
C-2 Conduct Group Discussions; Panel Discussions, and

Symposiums
Cis Employ Brainstorming. Bi.juirup, and buestion Box

techniques
G-4- 'Direct Student in Instructing - Other Students
C-5 Employ Simulation Techniques
C-8 Guide Student Study
C-7 Direct Student Laboratory Expenence

, Direct Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques

C-9 Employ the. Project Method
`4 C-10 Introduce a Lesson r

C-11. Summarize a Lesson t
C-12 Employ Oral Questioning Techniques*
C-13 Employ Reinforcement Techniques
0-14 Provide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners

C-15 Present.ag Illustrated Talk
C-18 Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill
C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or Principle
C-18 Individualize instruction
Q-12g Employ the team Teaching Approach
C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Information .

C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
C-22 'Present Information with Models, Real Objects, and Flannel

Boards
C-23 Present Information with Overhead 44 Opaque Material/
C-24 Present Information with Filmstrips Slides
C-25 Present information with Films
6-28 Present Information with Audio Recordings
C-27 Present- Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials
C-2L Employ Programmed Instruction
C-2 Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

Caligory D: Instructional Evaluation -

D-1 Establish Student PerformanCe Criteria
° D-2 Meese Student Performance Knowledge

D-3 Assess Student Performance Attitudes
0-4 Assess Student Performance Skills
Dr5 Determine Student Grades

Evaluefli Your Instructional Effectrieness'

Cuter E: Instrpclional Management
E-1 -Project Instructional Resource Needs
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities
,E-3 Arrange for Improvement of your Vocation& Facilities
E-4. Maintain a Filing System

E-5 Provide fo4Student Safety
E-Ego Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Discipline
E-8 Organize the Vocational tjiboratorr,
E-9 Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Category F: Guidance
F-1 Gather Student Data Using Formal Oata-Cpliection Techniques
F-2 Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
F-3 Use Conferinces to Help Meet Strident Needs
F-4 Provide Information on Educational and,Career Qpportureties

)F-5 Assist Students in Applying for Employment or FurtherEducation

Category 0: School-Community Maidens
0-1 Develop a School-Community Relations Plan for YourVocational

Program
G-2 Give Presentations to'Promote Your Vocational Program
G-3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocattonal Program
G-4 Prepati'Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-5 Prepare News Releases and Articles Concerning YourVocational

Program
0-8 Arrange for Television and Radio Presentations Conrarning Your

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House 1"
0-8 Work with Members of the Community
G-9 Work with State and Local Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category H: Student Vocational Organization

H-1 Develop a Person I Philosophy Conceminq pt Vocational

Orgsnizatio
H-2 Establish a St Vocational Organizat
H-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
H-4 Assisi Student Vocational Organization Mem nurrbeveloping

and Financing a Yearly Prograrwf Activrt
H-5 Supervise Activities of the StudenrVocational rganization

H-8 Guide Participation In Student Vocational Organization Contests

Category 1: Professional Role and DeVelopment
1-1 Keep Up-to-Date Profesaionally
1--2 Serve Your Teaching Profession t

.6

1-3 Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education.it-
1 -4 Serve.the School and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Positron
1-8 Provide Labpratory Expenences for Prospective Teachers/
1-7 Plan the Stpdent Teaching Experience Sai

1-8 Supervise Student Teachers

Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education

J-1 Establish Guidelines fOr Your Cooperative Vocational Prdgram

J-2 Manage the Attendance, Transfers, And Terminations of Co-Op
Students -

J-3 Enroll Students in Your Co-Op program - p ^

J-4 Secure Training Stations for Your pp-of; Program
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job

J-8 Develop the Veining Abiffty of On-the-Job Instructors
Coordihate On-the--;Job Instruction

J-8 -Evaluate Co-Op Students' On-the-Job Performance lip 1 ,
J-9 Prepare for Students' Related Instruction
J-10 Supervise an Event

RELATED PUBLICATIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Education

Materials
Resource Person Gulp to Using Performance-Based Teacher

Education Materials
Guide to the Implementation of Performance-Basecr Teacher Education

For Information regarding land prices of

AAA/ 1,11
American Association for Vocational Id

i20"Erigirieeti Center University of asorgill tfirliteris,

materials contact.
Materials

milt 30602 (404) 542-2566


